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Abstract 
Today, optimal performance and cost advantages of using Internet telephony 

are obvious. Despite current standardized techniques, voice transferring through 
protocol (VoIP) has lower security than traditional telephony. One of the most 
important security issues which should be noticed in using VoIP is end -to-end user2 
identity, i.e. when  there is a connection between user A and B, user A should be 
assured of the identity of user B, and vice versa. The authentication of identity is one 
of so important information that could guarantee the security and integrity of 
information [1]. In this study, the security of VoIP and data steganography through 
the protocol has been investigated. Finally, a technique for data steganography4 
over this protocol will be proposed using the method of Residue Number System3. 
Also, using the combination of RNS, DNA sequences, and Huffman compressing 
algorithm, an algorithm is proposed for data steganography through VoIP. The 
algorithm improves security of the process of transmission of hidden text and can 
use the bandwidth effectively. 

 
Keywords: Voice Over Internet Protocol, Steganography, Session Initiation Protocol (SIP), 

Residue Number System, DNA String, Huffman Algorithm 
 

 

1. Introduction 

VoIP which is known as IP Telephony facilitates using the Internet and computer 
networks for phone calls. Traditional telephones contrast with VoIP which employs 
digital technology and needs a network. Nowadays, there are several companies that 
offer this service on the Internet for those who are interested in it. In fact, using VoIP 
technology, individual´s voice is transmitted through IP information packages and 
computer networks such as the Internet. In order to transmit individual´s voice, VoIP 
could use special tools and hardware or it should be set on an environment based on 
personal computers. VoIP is a common term used for a group of transmission 
technologies to transmit voice connections over the networks based on IP such as the 
Internet and closed switching networks. Over VoIP, when you talk to your fiend on 
Skype certain transmitted information packages are ignored  by your friend´s computer 
due to long delay and defect. It is possible to write a piece of software that intentionally 
sends delayed and defective packages containing certain information and a piece of 
software that processes these packages. Thus, a message can be transmitted secretly. 

 VoIP carries telephone signals as audio digital (usually using speech data 
compression technology, its rate is lowered, and it is transmitted as a set of data flow on 
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IP). Using IP telephony based on VoIP, voice is encoded and transmitted as data 
packages over public or private IP networks. Also, on the destination the data packages 
are integrated and decoded. Security concerns are always the major barrier that prevents 
businesses from using VoIP technology. Although VoIP suggests lower cost and greater 
flexibility, it may cause significant risks and vulnerabilities.  One of the major security 
issues faced by VoIP is end-to end user identity, specially the identity of responder and 
how to authenticate it.   
A VoIP system is consisted of: 

•  VoIP telephony which is usually connected to computer network by a 
network port 

• VoIP telephony server which creates and manages communications  
• Telephony gate used for connecting to local telephone network (analog or 

digital) 
• Analog telephone adaptor (ATA) which is used to connect usual analog 

telephones to VoIP networks. 
In addition, sometimes it is also necessary to use accounting software, monitoring 

software, Fire Wall, and VPN. 
VoIP technology has several applications in current telecommunication systems. 

Using this technology results in decreasing cost, improving facilities and reliability such 
as transmission of telephone lines, connecting telephone systems of offices, creating 
new center of subscribers support ,creating VoIP systems to replace traditional santral, 
using VoIP to expand telephone centers, using VoIP for telephones´ operators and cell 
phones´ operators. In general, VoIP has several advantages such as, many telephone 
facilities, its advantage in telephone conferencing, the possibility of using telephone 
software, sending fax on the network in the system, better use of network capacity, its 
advantage in flexible structure of network,  the mobility of operators in this technology, 
lower cost  long distance calling, higher security, its advantage in expanding network, 
connecting several offices and integrating telephone systems, and facility of monitoring 
through VoIP. 
 

a. Steganography is the art of covert communication. The purpose of steganography 
is to conceal communication through placing message in a covert medium to cause the 
least discoverable change and avoid the probable discovering of the existence of secret 
message in medium. Humans are attracted to steganography for years. Steganography is 
important since often the revealing of a message (even an encrypted one) is not safe. 
The difference between steganography and cryptography is that cryptography does not 
conceal communication from attacker, but it conceals the concept of message [2]. In 
other words, cryptography seeks to conceal the very message, but steganography hides 
the very communication. Thus, cryptanalysis is successful when whole or part of 
message is discovered. But steganalysis is successful when the very existence of 
communication (secret message) is discovered or revealed [3]. Important information 
could be hidden in audio files. Changing least significant bits, information is added to 
audio files. The changes result in making noise on the file. But when hidden 
information is not much, noise is not detectable to individuals at all and just so 
complicated software is able to discover it. 
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Generally, VoIP technology uses protocols such as SIP (Session Initiation Protocol), 
and data control and transfer protocols such as Transmission Control Protocol (TCP), 
Real-Time Transport Protocol (RTP), User Datagram Protocol (UDP), and Internet 
Protocol (IP) [1]. 
 

b. SIP is used to establish, manage, and terminate sessions between 2 or more 
applications. SIP is a kind of service provider protocol. In this protocol, the applications 
of caller or user agents as clients and proxies are used medium to rout messages. Using 
SIP, especially for audio communications based on VoIP is increasing. Thus, SIP is 
considered as signaling protocol in IMS which is the bed of signaling for next 
generation networks. The reason of increasing use of SIP is its unique abilities such as 
the ability of separating signaling traffic from data traffic, the independence of the 
protocol from the content of messages, the kind of session being made, and text 
messages.  

These advantages enable SIP to support a variety of multimedia communications 
such as audio calls, video calls, and text communication. However, the major aspect of 
SIP is its capability to move user, terminal, service, and session, i. e. a certain user can 
connect the network from everywhere and benefit from the services of SIP such as, 
receiving calls (like access his email from everywhere). Also, SIP has mechanisms 
which can be used to hand over communication while moving the terminals between 2 
networks. According to significant growth of the use of SIP, comprehensive research 
has been done on the effectiveness of this protocol. SIP is an application layer protocol 
and based on text protocol which is standardized by IETF for session managements. 
The architecture of the protocol is consisted of 2 logical entities; user agent (UA) and 
server. User agents can be divided into 2 groups; user agent client (UAC), which sends 
SIP requests and user agent server (UAS), which returns SIP responses. Servers can be 
divided into several groups; registrar servers which register the user, redirect servers 
which locate the user by presenting possible locations of the user, and proxy servers 
which seek the user and are responsible for routing to send requests to a certain user and 
location. Proxy servers can be structured differently according to the condition and 
needs of network. 
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SIP
UA

SIP
UA Proxy

Server

 
Figure 1.Exchanged messages in order to make calls over SIP 

c. Huffman, In computer science and information theory, Huffman coding is an 
encoding algorithm of lossless data compression. The term refers to the use of a 
variable-length code table for encoding a source symbol (such as a character in a file). 
The variable-length code table has been derived in a particular way based on the 
estimated probability of occurrence for each possible value of the source symbol. 
Huffman coding employs a specific method for choosing the representation method for 
each symbol. The method is called prefix-free codes (sometimes called prefix code),i. e. 
the bit string representing some particular symbol is never a prefix of the bit string 
representing any other symbol. The most common source symbols are expressed using 
shorter strings of bits than less common source symbols. The most efficient 
compression method of this type: no other mapping of individual source symbols to 
unique strings of bits can create a smaller average output size when the real symbol 
frequencies agree with those employed to create the code. 
 

d. Residue Number System (RNS) is a non-weighted and unconventional system 
which is defined by a set of moduli and can support parallel, carry-free, high-speed, low 
power and secure arithmetic. Some of the important features of RNS are its capability of 
providing high speed, low power, and appropriate security. The advantages of multi-
level RNS are the simple selection of moduli set or a large dynamic range. The most 
important issue in RNS is the selection of the moduli set. In RNS the parallel 
computations are done using division remainders according to certain number of 
moduli. The remainders are correspondingly smaller than the whole number in the 
standard representation. The remainder-based computation speeds up computation and 
decreases the power consumption [10]. 

 The system is optimum when all the moduli are relatively pair wise prime. Due to 
the features of RNS, it has many applications in arithmetic functions such as Digital 
Signal Processing [11], Digital Filtering [12], [13] image processing[14], [15] RSA 
ciphering system[16], [17] digital communications[18] Ad-hoc network, storing and 
retrieving information[19], Error detection  and Correction[20], [21], [22], [23], [24] 
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and fault tolerant systems[25]. Generally, RNS is employed in those areas where 
addition, subtraction, and multiplication operations are being repeated. In addition, 
since in RNS the calculations on the remainders are done separately, if one error occurs 
on one remainder it will not be transferred to other moduli. In other words, the 
architecture of this system is inherently fault tolerant and error detection and correction 
are possible [26], [27]. In this study, a method is proposed based on RNS which is able 
to conceal data in three dimensional images. These three dimensional images are called 
Sterreograms. In fact, these are flat and two dimensional images in which the third 
dimension is hidden [10]. Another advantage of the system is its security because of 
changing from ternary valued logic to RNS and from RNS to ternary valued logic it is 
needed to know moduli. Thus, the system is a medium security symmetric key 
ciphering. RNS is specified by a moduli set such as {m1, m2, m3, …, mL} in which all 
moduli are positive integers.  When all the moduli are relatively pair wise prime the 
system will have the largest possible dynamic range which equals [α ,α + M) in 
Which α is an integer and M is:  = ∏                                                              (1) 

The integer X in α ≤ X <α +M has a single representation in Residue Number 
System which is shown by the set of remainders (x1, x2, x3,…,xL) . So: 

xi= X mod mi , i= 1,2,...,L (2) 
According to the applications of RNS, for more security and accuracy a large 

dynamic range is need ed. One important parameter to achieve a large dynamic range is 
the choice of moduli set and number of the chosen moduli. However, the choice of 
moduli and the number of them should offer large dynamic rage, appropriate calculation 
speed and hardware complexity. 

One feature of RNS is its ability to split a large integer to smaller integers which 
cause doing operations in parallel and very high speed. One important issue in RNS is 
the choice of modular because it affects the complexity of system and conversion 
algorithm. To choose a set of moduli it is required to determine the number of moduli 
and the optimum modular as the main modular of system. On the other hand, the range 
of numbers should be considered, too (the system range of number is the product of all 
modular elements). When an appropriate modular is chosen, conversion of numbers to 
RNS will result in unique binary numbers. 
 

e. DNA, In the real world DNA strings of cells identify personality, behavior, and 
personal aspects; based on this proved truth and by placing input terms in algorithm as 
human body, a DNA sequence was made. Due to the repetition of A,C,T,G characters, 
the created DNA sequence has a high capability of compression. 
DNA strings are made up of putting four factors (A-adenine, C-cytosine, G-guanine, T-
thymine) together like a series. To create DNA strings first their properties are 
determined, then the weight of each property is calculated in base 2 and a string of 0 and 
1 is created. Next, the binary string is divided to 2 bit codes, the codes are equated with 
the table made for it, and DNA string is created. 
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2. Review of previous methods 

One of the most important security issues which should be noticed in using VoIP is 
end-to-end user identity, especially the identity of the responder and how to authenticate 
it. Steganography is the art of data concealment and plays an important role in VoIP 
communication security. In fact, it can be used to transmit confidential data in secure, 
transmit secret messages, or secure the user identity itself.Some of the VoIP´s threats 
are Eavesdropping, Denial of Service, Session Hijacking, VoIP Spam, Rogue Sets, and 
Toll fraud. 

Related works that are investigated as the groung of this study are:  
The study of Christian Kratzer et al. that used VoIP in steganography to send hidden 

message [4] is so helpful and functional for providing the security of certain messages 
during VoIP calls. But it can be used in a wider level for security of VoIP 
communications. 

The study of Mazurczyk and Kotulski [6] proposed a security protocol that was used 
(based on VoIP) for data steganography and digital steganography. The protocol can 
authenticate and integrate data. Data steganography has been used to create a covert 
channel through which control bits are sent, and digital steganography is used to 
transmit real data. 

The study of Kotulski and Mazurczyk [7] evaluated steganography techniques of 
access for SIP which can be used for creating channels at the phase of VoIP call 
signaling. The proposed algorithm can estimate the amount of data which can be 
transmitted for a kind of IP phone call (2.36 Kilobytes per second). 

The study of Xiao Honghua and Xiao Bo and Hung Yongfeng [8] proposed the 
rather new steganography algorithm. The algorithm is presented as matching method 
least significant bit and a method for avoiding loss of confidential data based on audio 
information. 

 The study of AOKI Naofumi [9] proposed a method of compression steganography 
for G.711 with less risk of losing and without any damage. 

 Feng Cao and Cullen Jennings [5] proposed a new protocol based on data 
steganography to conceal the identity of responder in response message. This protocol is 
a backwards compatibility (reverse). Some solutions are proposed for authentication of 
identity at final terminals over VoIP.  

The study of Ahmed Maher et al., Steganography for Voice Over IP (VOIP) [1], 
starts with this description that nowadays many hackers are looking for new methods 
and techniques to gain access to confidential information and penetrate further into 
networks. The authors investigated the security of VoIP and the role of data 
steganography in VoIP communication and then proposed mechanism to secure data 
over VoIP through One Time Password (OTP). The proposed technique influences the 
function of SIP signaling messages through addition of extra control bit and using 
public-key encoding to encoding covert string. Thus, it is possible to authenticate the 
responder using One Time Password (OTP) and concealing the password in SIP control 
bit. Also hash chain can be used as an OTP algorithm.  

The idea of “hash chain” was first presented by Lamport in 1981 and has been used 
for safeguarding against password eavesdropping. 

A hash chain of length N is created by using a one-way hash function h recursively 
to an initial seed value s. 
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hN(s) =h(h(…h(s)…))(N times) (3) 

hN(s) is securely distributed. Then the elements of the hash chain are used one by 
one until the value of s is reached. It is claimed that it is possible to conceal the hash 
chain value which acts as an identity of the responder in the SIP message headers, such 
as Call-ID. Using the identity of the responder in hidden manner in the response 
message guarantees the authentication of responder. However, the remaining part and 
the important one are to guarantee the integrity of the message. It is done by guarantee a 
digest string from the message body and the identity of responder and conceal it 
distributed among the SIP headers. 

Digest-string = message-body * responder-identity (4) 

The new proposed response identity flow containing the One Time Password for user 
identity and the digest-string for message integrity are shown in Figure 2. 
 
 

 
Figure 2. New proposed flow of response identity 
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In SIP, covert channels and steganography can act as threat to transmit malicious 
data, but it can be used also to secure the SIP itself. Adding additional headers to SIP 
message can result in latency of response messages. Steganography can be employed to 
conceal the responder identity in SIP message fields.  

Thus, it will not influence the latency of message. Moreover, using One Time 
Password to identify the responder guarantees that the responder identity will not be 
stolen because the password is used only one at a time. 

3. Proposed method 

In the proposed method, using Huffman Algorithm, RNS, and DNA sequences, a 
suitable level of steganography over VoIP is achieved to improve security of message 
and make the most of the available bandwidth. One the most applicable protocols used 
in VoIP is SIP. This protocol is able to transmit signaling packages (audio) and data 
individually. In this study, this feature of SIP is used for exchanging and concealing 
data. In this proposed method, first the input string is changed into a bit string, using 
Huffman Algorithm. But after discovering characters´ frequencies, frequency weighting 
value is turned to modular (rn -1, rn ,rn +1) and the value of R and N as the main key of 
decoding are provided just for sender and receiver. Without having this key, decoding 
of text code is impossible. Now after converting frequencies of characters (the number 
of times that the characters repeat in text) into RNS, the resulting numbers produced by 
frequency divided by modular are converted into binary numbers. Thus, a series of 0 
and 1 bit are produced. This study considers fixed number of required bits to represent 
frequency. Therefore, at the side of receiver, received bits of the main string can be 
reconstructed. After producing the binary string using DNA sequences, a string will be 
produced. If Huffman Algorithm be re-implemented on this string of numbers a very 
high level of compression is achieved (because DNA string is made up of the repetition 
of four characters A,C,G,T, if Huffman Algorithm be used for produced DNA string, a 
good level of compression will be achieved in comparison to simple text).        
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Figure 3. Encoding diagram 

 
In the following, the general method of proposed algorithm has been presented step 

by step: 
 

Step 1: First, input string is converted to a bit string using Huffman Algorithm. In 
this study, weights of the components of DNA sequences are presented in table 1. 
 

Table 1. Weights of the components of DNA sequences 

Weight Component 

0  0 A 

0  1 C 

1  0 G 

1  1 T 
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For example the proposed algorithm converts following string as a string of 

which can be transmitted on SIP. The string is:
 
String: This is an example of a Huffman tree.
 
Step 2: Creating Huffman tree for frequencies
 

Now using Huffman Algorithm, a tree of existing and composing characters´ 
frequencies is created. The tree is shown in Fig
 

Figure 4. Huffman tree created by string characters´ frequencies

 (The number of times that the characters repeat in text)
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For example the proposed algorithm converts following string as a string of 
which can be transmitted on SIP. The string is: 

This is an example of a Huffman tree. 

for frequencies 

Now using Huffman Algorithm, a tree of existing and composing characters´ 
frequencies is created. The tree is shown in Figure 4. 

 
Huffman tree created by string characters´ frequencies 

(The number of times that the characters repeat in text) 

 

Postizadeh, H. Barati 
 
 

For example the proposed algorithm converts following string as a string of 0 and 1 

Now using Huffman Algorithm, a tree of existing and composing characters´ 
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Step 3: Creation of frequency table based on existing tree 
 

Table 2. A sample of the table of frequencies based on the input string tree 

Word Repetition 

Space 7 

A 4 

E 4 

F 3 

H 2 

I 2 

M 2 

N 2 

S 2 

T 2 

L 1 

O 1 

P 1 

R 1 

U 1 

X 1 

 
Step 4: Conversion of the value of characters´ frequencies to RNS 
 

To add the first level of security (encoding using RNS), table 2´s frequencies are 
converted to moduli (3 4 5). This modular is considered as the main code key. The kind 
of using modular is not limited (this modular is considered as code key and any other 
triple modular can be used). In fact, the proposed algorithm is able to use any kind of 
modular to offer a suitable level of bit compression while transmitting on the channel.  
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Table 3. Converting frequency from decimal to RNS by 3-moduli sets  

Word Repeat Created String After 
Taking To Module 

Space 7 11110 

A 4 10100 

E 4 10100 

F 3 01111 

H 2 101010 

I 2 101010 

M 2 101010 

N 2 101010 

S 2 101010 

T 2 101010 

L 1 111 

O 1 111 

P 1 111 

R 1 111 

U 1 111 

X 1 111 

 
 
Step 5: Creation of a string of 0 and 1 bits 
 

The bits resulted from converting the value of characters´ frequencies (mentioned in 
the table 3) are put together in a series. The result is the following string:  
Binary Array: 
1111010100101000111110101010101010101010101010101010101011111111111111
11111 
 
Step 6: Conversion of binary string to DNA sequence 

DNA Sequence: TTCCAGGATTGGGGGGGGGGGGGGGGGGTTTTTTTTT 
 
 
Step 7: Using Huffman Algorithm to compress 

Again Huffman Algorithm is implemented on DNA sequence, but a brief binary 
string is created due to the nature of DNA sequences (DNA strings are made up of four 
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elements A, C, G, and T). The string can be transmitted on SIP using data packages. 
Thus, both steganography and compression are done. 
 
To compress created DNA string, the elements are divided into groups of four: 
 
DNA sequence: TTCC AGGA TTGG GGGG GGGGGGGG TTTT TTTT T 
 

Table 4. Frequencies of created groups to place in Huffman Algorithm 

Mark Sign Repeat Code 

A TTCC 1 1 

B AGGA 1 1 

C TTGG 1 1 

D GGGG 4 100 

E TTTT 2 10 

F T 1 1 

 
 
Step 8: Reimplementation of Huffman Algorithm 
 

According to obtained frequency, Huffman Algorithm is re-implemented. Re-
implementing Huffman Algorithm based on table 4 of frequencies, it is possible to use 
following binary values instead of any rows: 
 

 
Figure 5: Huffman tree of DNA string 
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Table 5.  Encoding 

Symbol Code 

A 1100 

B 1101 

C 1110 

D 1111 

E 0111 

F 101 

 
Step 9: Transmission of created string on the channel 
 

Using proposed algorithm, just 110011011110111111111111111101110111101 bit 
string is transmitted on the channel. The string indicates the text: this is an example of a 
Huffman tree. As it is demonstrated an encoded string of 24 bits is transmitted on the 
channel instead of a string of 75 bits which equals 53.3% of the compression of the 
string. 

To reverse, the process is down in reverse, but to convert data from RNS to original 
numbers CRT or CRT-NEW is used. 
 

4. Conclusion  

In this method, RNS is used for symmetric encoding. Due to irreversible nature of 
Residue Number System, without knowing the module it provides a reasonable level of 
symmetric encoding. Then produced bit string algorithm is turned to a DNA sequence. 
This sequence has only 4 characters, so it can prove a reasonable level of compression. 
Also using the method, the defect of increasing the number of bits at the encoding time 
which is due to using RNS is covered. In the proposed algorithm, RNS is used to 
encode with symmetric key. Due to the irreversible nature of RNS, without knowing the 
module and having several combinations and values of a module, the  system can 
provide acceptable security to guarantee the irreversibility of the hidden text and change 
the compressed string to the string consisted of DNA sequences which are made of 
reoccurrence of 4 characters A,C,T, and G. Implementing  Huffman Algorithm on the 
string provides an appropriate level of compression which cause lower consumption of 
information bandwidth. Also it is covered using the proposed overhead method created 
by RNS while encoding. Due to using SIP protocol, transmission of hidden data as a 
text and without interfering with audio packages is possible. Thus, the quality of voice 
is not influenced by the packages of hidden text. 
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